
 Test 0-22 

 

I  Прочитайте текст о развлечениях для туристов в Норвегии. Определите, в каком 

из текстов (A-E) статьи содержится представленная информация (1-10). Каждый из 

текстов может быть использован не один раз.  

В каком из отрывков статьи Вы можете найти следующую информацию: 

1 a talk before the visitors start doing this activity ________ 

2 the physical condition required to do this activity ___________ 

3 a belief that this activity is very unpleasant __________ 

4 the reason why conditions make this activity possible ________ 

5 people for whom this activity is important _________ 

6 something unexpected for many people when they are doing this activity ______ 

7 a belief that this activity no longer happens _________ 

8 the moments just before the activity starts _________ 

9 the length of time most visitors choose for this activity ________ 

10 a contrast with another activity __________ 

 

ACTIVITIES FOR VISITORS TO NORWAY 

Norway offers some truly remarkable ways to explore the great outdoors 

A Ride a snowmobile 

For many who live in Northern Norway, the snowmobile is an everyday means of transport – and 

nothing less than a lifeline for those in more remote areas. But these vehicles are also great fun to 

ride and snowmobile excursions are one of the most popular tourist experiences. It’s a thrill 

indeed to roar in convoy through a landscape of wooden trails on the Arctic’s answer to a 

Harley-Davidson motorbike. _______11________ The only controls to worry about are a thumb 

operated throttle
*
 and motorcycle-style brake**. All riders are equipped with a helmet, warm 

waterproof overalls, boots and gloves, and given comprehensive safety instructions. Scores of 

outfits throughout the region offer snowmobile excursions, from half-day taster sessions to 

expeditions of up to a week. 

*газ, **тормоз 

B Go fishing on a frozen surface 

Fishing through a hole in the ice may seem like the Arctic cliché. Many people from Europe’s 

warmer climates may think it is something that exists only in old footage of Eskimo living, but 

this isn’t the case at all. Under the frozen surface, many of Norway’s freshwater lakes and fjords 

are full of fish and there are plenty of enthusiasts who spend their days catching them. Sign up 

for an excursion and you’ll find out how the experts use the auger* to drill through the ice, a 

skimming loop to keep the water from freezing over again and a familiar rod to catch the fish. 

______12_____ Some companies offer fishing trips that last three days or more and involve 

snowmobile or dog-sled journeys up to remote mountain lakes. 

*бур 



C Go skiing or snowshoeing* 

Snowmobile has high-octane attractions, but to understand fully the stillness and peace of the 

mountains, it’s best to use your own feet to get around. There are several ways of doing this. 

Cross-country skiing is among the most popular Nordic pastimes and there are thousands of 

miles of trails. A few lessons are important to pick up the basics of the technique. 

________13_____ Younger explorers will find plenty of opportunities for snowboarding fun. A 

calmer manner of exploration is on snowshoes. The racquet- like footwear makes it possible to 

run over deep snow. A classic snowshoe safari involves a guided walk to a forest glade**, where 

snacks are served.  

*ходьба со снегоступами 

**лесная поляна 

 

D Try dog sledding 

Before the invention of the petrol engine, dog sleds were vital to those who lived inside the 

Arctic Circle, and a trip to a husky farm is something every visitor to northern Norway should 

experience. Half- or full – day sled safaris are most popular, although overnight and longer tours 

are also available. Norwegians treat dog sledding as a sport and regularly take part in prestigious 

races. It’s difficult not to feel excited as a team of huskies is harnessed to* your sledge. The 

instinct to run is so strong in the dogs that whenever they realize an outing is inevitable, they 

become as excited as domestic pets about to be taken for walkies – howling, leaping in the air 

and straining at their leashes. _______14____ Dog sledding is available through various 

companies at different locations in northern Norway and is suitable for beginners, though you 

should be reasonably fit. 

*запряженные 

E Bathe in the Barents Sea 

The Barents Sea is the part of the Arctic Ocean that lies north of Norway and Russia, and 

although the North Atlantic Drift keeps it ice-free through the year, its temperature seldom rises 

much above freezing point. So it might be imagined that bathing in the extremely cold waters 

would be at best masochistic and at worst suicidal, but with the right equipment you can swim 

not far from the coast of Finnmark. _________15______ It will allow you to float and paddle 

around to your heart’s content. In Kirkenes, bathing in the Barents Sea is often combined with a 

king crab safari – the experience bringing new meaning to the phrase “cold appetizer”. 

Заполните пропуски 11-15 в тексте частями предложений, обозначенными буквами 

A- E.  

A- Anyone with a driving license for a car may operate one and the basics are easily mastered. 

B - After that, you will discover that gliding around the snowy area is not just a great way of 

getting close to nature, but also fantastic aerobic exercise. 

C - You’ll first need to put on a bright orange survival suit, which leaves only the face exposed 

and lends bathers a rather peculiar appearance. 



D - There’s something magical about seeing a tug on the line and a sparkling fish being suddenly 

whisked out* of the icy depth. 

E  - When the signal is given to move, you may well be surprised at the speed that they can 

reach. 

*вытащить 

 

II  Каждое предложение имеет четыре подчеркнутых слова или фразы, отмеченные 

A, B, C, D. Найдите подчеркнутое слово или фразу, которую нужно изменить, чтобы 

предложение было правильным. Впишите в бланк ответов только букву. 

16) 1) Twenty to thirty year after a mature forest is cleared away, a nearly impenetrable thicket                                                                                                    

                              A                                                       B                C      

of trees and shrubs develops.  

                                D 

17)The first national park in world, Yellowstone National Park, was established in 1872. 

           A                                 B                                                      C                     D     

18)Because it does not have a blood supply, the cornea takes their oxygen directly from the air. 

      A                                                    B                                    C                    D 

19)Magnificent mountains and coastal scenery is British Columbia’s chief tourist attraction. 

                                 A                   B                  C                                  D 

20)Scientists at universities are often more involved in theoretical research than in practically  

                                 A                  B                 C                                                             D 

research. 

21)John Rosamond Johnson he composed numerous songs, including Lift Every voice and Sing,  

                                                     A                              B           C  

for which his brother, James Johnson, wrote the words. 

       D 

22)Nylon, a synthetic done from a combination of water, air, and a by-product of coal, was first  

                                     A                      B                                                                  C 

introduced in 1938. 

        D 

23)Ornithology, the study of birds, is one of the major scientific fields in which amateurs play a  

                                                                                 A                      B                                   C 

role in accumulating, researching, and publish data.  

                                                                   D 

24)Animation is a technique for creativity the illusion of life in inanimate things. 

                                  A                    B                              C                           D 

25)The non-violent protest advocated by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., proving highly effective in  

                                                              A                                                   B 

an age of expanding television news coverage.   

                      C                                        D 

 

III  К фразам из колонки А подберите подходящие по смыслу фразы из колонки B. 

26)Is it alright if I leave earlier today? 

 

a) More by luck than judgment. 

27) Don’t get upset. You shouldn’t lose your b) I’ve got quite a good salary actually. 



temper.  

28) Amazing, Roy! How did you manage to 

do that? 

c) Ok, I’ll have a look. According to our 

records, you placed your order just 

over a month ago.  

29) What types of visual aids would you like 

me to use in the presentation? 

d) It’s easier said than done. 

30) How much do you make a year? e) Yes, I think it looks very interesting, 

but I just want to clarify the terms.  

31) Can’t you track my order? I’ve got my 

customer number here. It’s PC7087. 

f) I’d rather you didn’t. 

32) Are you interested in taking a work? g) What are you going to complain 

about? 

33) I’d like to apply for a driving license. h) Don’t worry! We’ll have another party 

soon! 

34) I think we should write a letter to the local 

paper about the state of our beach. 

i) It’s up to you. You choose.  

35) Carla, I can’t make it to your party. I have 

an exam and I need to study. I’m awfully 

sorry! 

j) You’ll just have to fill in this form 

first. 

IV  Выберите правильную грамматическую форму. Впишите в бланк ответов только 

букву. 

36)I _____ the living room for a week. It’ll be finished soon. 

a) paint     b) am painting     c) have painted     d) have been painting 

37)We saw an accident while we _____ for the bus. 

a)waited     b) were waiting     c) had been waiting     d) had waited 

38)Ten people _____ since Friday, but they haven’t chosen the best candidate yet. 

a) has interviewed     b) had been interviewed     c) were interviewed      d) have been 

interviewed 

39)If you can’t do this exercise, try _____ a friend for help. 

a) asked     b) to ask  c) ask     d) having asked  

40)I am not sure if she is Greek or Spanish. I guess, she _____ be Spanish. 

a) mustn’t     b) might     c) must     d) should 

41)They don’t have my size. If they had those shoes in my size, I _____ them. 

a) would have bought     b) would buy     c) will buy     d) buy 

42) It looked dark and heavy _____ it was going to rain. 

a) although     b) whereas     c) as if     d) unless 

43)Don’t blame me _____ the accident! It wasn’t my fault. 

a) of     b) with     c) at     d) for 

44)Father told us that we _____ to visit Uncle Harry the next day. 

a) can     b) would be able     c) could     d) will be able 

45)Sammy went over to _____ bed to find his pajamas. 

a) a     b) an     c) the     d) – 

46)The food was awful. It made me _____ ill. 

a)feeling     b) to feel     c) feel     d) being felt 

47)At the reception they played _____ music. 

a) excellent Irish live     b) excellent live Irish     c) live Irish excellent      d) Irish excellent live 

48)I gave her _____ stockings for her birthday. 



a) a pair of     b) a couple of     c) a      d) any 

49)Your car is _____ mine. 

a) the same that     b) as      c) alike     d) similar to 

50) Generally speaking, boys grow up _____than girls. 

a) less quick     b) less quickly     c) the least quickly     d) least quicker  

 

 

 


